Women’s Approved Crosses and Pockets

April 2017 v2
**PLEASE NOTE**

All FIL approved pre-sewn pockets may be used with any FIL approved women’s head

---

**PLASTIC/MOLDED HEAD FIELD CROSSES**

**ADIDAS**

[http://www.adidas.com/lacrosse](http://www.adidas.com/lacrosse)

Adistrike (2008 head and handle)
Excel WS.2009 (2008 head approved with Excel Handle)
Versa (2007 head approved with Versa and Response handles)

Contact:

**BRINE**


Allure (2009)
Anthem (2010)
Cadence (2009)
Cadence2 (2011)
Dynasty Elite II INT (2015)
Empress (2013)
Instinct (2004)
Karma (2007)
Mantra Rise (2015)
Mizfit (2009)
Mynx (2009)
Mynx2 (2012)
Netfinder (2004)
Pixie (2009)
Pixie 2 (2013)
Spark (2004)
Vanquish (2004)
Wildkat (2009, formerly manufactured by Warrior)

WEB-X and WEB-X Advanced, Paramount and Brine TXP pockets are Brine’s legal pre-sewn pockets.

Contact: **Jessica Slater**: Jessica.Slater@brine.com

---
DEBEER  
http://www.debeerlacrosse.com

Apex Pro (2008 head and TOS handle are design specific to one another)
Aurora (2011)
Bliss (2009)
Essence (2008)
Impulse Pro (2008, Head and TOS handle are design specific to one another)
Impulse Pro2 (2011, Head requires a straight handle)
Moxie (2009; Approved without the overlay piece that is screwed on to the sidewall)
Myssy (2004)
Response (2004)
Spire (2015)

Each of the above models are available traditionally strung or strung with the pre-sewn *Trakker Pocket, *Trakker Pro Pocket, *Gripper Pro Pocket, *Gripper Pro 3 Pocket and *Trigger Pocket.

Gripper Pocket with single piece outer thongs is legal from January 1, 2013.

Gripper pocket with 2 piece (leather/nylon) outer thongs is not legal.

Contacts:  
Randy Fraser: RFraser@debeerlacrosse.com
Biju Matthews: Bmathew@rawlings.com

HARROW  
http://www.harrowsports.com/wlacrosse.asp

Electra (2004)
International Solo (2006)
Slingshot (2004)
Solo (2005)
Ultralight (2013)
Vigor (2005)

Each of these models are available traditionally strung or with Harrow’s pre-sewn *Snap Pocket. Slingshot is available for sale in Europe, Canada and USA.

Contacts:  
Mackenzie Baker (international inquiries): Mackenzie.Baker@harrowsports.com
Jeremy Gurley (US inquiries): jgurley@harrowsports.com

NIKE  
http://www.nike.com

Burst (2008; evaluated with Nike Tailwind shaft. Shaft is not specific to head)
Contact: Joanna Kotula: joannak@stx.com

SHAMROCK  
http://www.shamrocklax.com/wproduct.asp

International Avanti
Contact: Mark Ford: Rocklax44@aol.com
STX  

Ace  
(2006)

AVA  
(2011)

Checkmate  
(2003)

Comet  
(2004)

Crux 100  
(formerly Nova) – **product code CR00** (‘X’ in design on throat)

**Product code CR06 DOES NOT meet FIL Specifications**

(Crux logo printed on top left of scoop)

Crux-I  
(2015)

Echo  
(2003)

Exult 100  
(formerly Level)

Exult 200  
(January 2016)

Fortress 100  
(formerly AVA)

Fortress 300  
(formerly NTrance)

Product code FR30 **DOES** meet FIL specifications (no STX logo on the throat)

Product code FR36 **DOES NOT** meet FIL Specifications (STX logo on throat)

Level  
(2004)

Lotus  
(2008)

Nova  
(2009)

NTrance  
(2010) – see Fortress 300 above re product code FR30

Racy  
(2005)

Tilt2  
(2009) - this head is legal when used with any 10-degree STX shaft)

Channel V pocket is a traditional STX trademarked pocket.

Precision pocket (2011) must have the throw strings attached to the sidewalls.

Both pockets may be used in any legal FIL approved crosse.

Contacts:  Joanna Kotula:  joannak@stx.com

T. S. Hattersley & Son Ltd. is the STX representative in England:  matthewgrigby@aol.com

UNDER ARMOUR  
[http://www.underarmour.com](http://www.underarmour.com)

Blitz  
(2012)

Desire  
(2015)

Honor  
(2014)

Stride  
(2012)

Contact:  Paul Gait:  Paul@ualax.net

WARRIOR  
[http://www.warriorlacrosse.com/index2.html](http://www.warriorlacrosse.com/index2.html)

Warrior is no longer making women’s crosses, but those listed below may still be available.

Tantrum  
(2004)

International Vixen  
(2004)

Wicked  
(2004)

Wildkat  
(2005)

Contact:  Jessica Slater at Brine for further information:Jessica.Slater@brine.com
Figure 1. STX Exult 200 head from
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Picture showing Mantra Rise.
FIL APPROVED
CRUX 100 (formerly NOVA) – product code CR00

The “X” in the design on the throat is an easy way to tell that the head IS the Fil legal version.

NOT FIL APPROVED
CRUX 100 – product code CR06

Crux logo is printed on the top left of scoop – this is an easy way to tell that the head is NOT the Fil legal.
WOODEN CROSSES

BRINE
Brine Cup Classic

CRANBARRY
Hi-Scorer
Viktoria

HATTERSLEYS http://www.hattersleys.com/
Anniversary
Challenger
Viktoria #6

PATTERSON http://www.pattersonlacrosse.com/
PO1
PO1S
PO3
Spirits (Custom painted PO4, PO1S and PO6 crosses)
TK9 (Youth)
P07 (Goalkeeper 2004)

STX
Woodie
PLASTIC / MOLDED HEAD GOALKEEPER CROSSES

BRINE
Eraser (2008)
Eraser II (2014)
Money (2008)
Zone (2005)
Warrior Nemesis II (2014)

DeBEER
Sentinel (2004)
Kwan (2012)

HARROW
Barricade (2008)
Freeze (2007)

STX
Eclipse (2004)
Eclipse II (2017)
Goalmaster (2004)
Shadow (2003; Small Goalkeeper Crosse)

UNDER ARMOUR
Headline (2015)

WARRIOR
ODB (2007)
Snatch (2004)
STX Eclipse II Goalkeeper’s Crosse
Women’s Approved Pockets

April 2017
Please note:
1. Some of the heads shown may not be legal for FIL women's play as this document focuses ONLY on the pockets.
2. Field Shooting/throw strings shall not be rolled more than twice between each thong.
3. Throw strings may be rolled more than twice between the outside thong and the sidewall.
4. The following pockets have been approved, however, there may be no pictures included.

**BRINE**
Grid-Flex (2015) see Brine Paramount pocket for legal attachment
Paramount (pre-sewn)
TXP (pre-sewn)
TXP 11 (2015)
WEB-X (pre-sewn)
WEB-X Advanced (pre-sewn)

**DEBEER**
Gripper (with single piece outer thongs)
Gripper Pro
Gripper Pro soft pocket (2013)
Gripper Pro 3
Trakker
Trakker Pro
Trakker Elite (2013)
Trigger

**HARROW**
Snap

**LAXPOCKET**
Rail (2014)
Rail 2 (2015)
**Rail Elite (2016)**

**STX**
Channel V
Launch (2016)
Launch II (2017)
Precision (2011) must have the throw strings attached to the sidewalls
Precision (2015)
**Runway (2016)**

**UNDER ARMOUR**
Illusion X (2014)
Illusion XV (2014)

**WARRIOR**
Hot pocket
Brine: Web-X Pocket
Brine: Web-X advanced Pocket
Brine: Paramount Pocket
Brine: TXP Pocket
deBeer Gripper Pro Soft Pocket

deBeer Trakker Elite pocket
deBeer: GripperPro Pocket
DeBeer: Legal Gripper pocket

DeBeer: Illegal Gripper Pocket
Figure 1: Laxpocket Rail Elite Pocket front view.
Throw strings must be attached to the Sidewall
Under Armour: Blitz head with Illusion Pocket. 
Note: Only the Illusion pocket is approved, not the Illusion head.
APPROVED STOP PAD
Submitted by Louis Yachimowicz
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